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I. INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 1953 a program of experiments was initiated for the 
purpose of studying the characteristics of the air traffic control sys­
tem proposed in the CSL report R-35* These experiments have all been 
performed on a program, written for the Illiac,* which provides a 1/5 
scale model of this system. This simulation program is described in the 
CSL report R-58 and early experiments with it are discussed in the CSL 
report R-59* A number of experiments have been performed since R-59 
was completed and it is the purpose of this report to bring up to date 
the recording of our experimental results.
The experiments discussed here were performed during the period 
August 195h to March 1955* Altogether eighty-one experiments were run 
during this time* seventy-four of these are discussed on the following 
pages. On the average each experiment required about 3 l/2 hours on 
the Illiac--3 hours to collect data and l/2 hour for data processing.
The experiments which have been run cover a variety of situations 
or parametric configurations and are discussed in sections 2-9 accord­
ing to the following plan:
Section 2 - Stationary target experiments. In these experi­
ments the ability of the system to track targets 
of zero velocity was examined.
Section 3 - Turns with a =  k ,  k ,  lg, Ug, and V -  l/8 mi/sec.
This section concerns experiments designed to test
The University of Illinois* automatic electronic digital computer.
** Familiarity with R-58 and R-59 will be assumed in this report.
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the ability of the system to track targets turning 
with an acceleration a, and speed V, under differ­
ent radar coverage and noise conditions.
Section ii - Turns with a = ig, g, Ig, Ug, and V =  5/32 mi/sec.
Like experiments of Section 3 with faster targets.
Section 5 - Turns with a —  lg, kg, and V — 3/l6 mi/sec. Like 
experiments of Section Ij. with faster targets.
Section 6 - Intersections with *29- 60° and V r=.l/8 mi/sec0 In
these experiments the ability of the system to track 
two targets, moving with constant velocity, whose 
orbits intersect at an angle S under different radar 
coverage and noise conditions was examined.
Section 7 - Intersection with 'S  - 12Q° and V - l/8 mi/sec. Like 
experiments of Section 6 but with a larger angle of 
intersection.
Section 8 - Parallax Errors. In these experiments one radar was 
given a position error (Ax,&y) and the effects on 
tracking targets simultaneously covered by this rad­
ar and a radar with no position error were observed. 
The effect of double bin sorting on the tracking when 
parallax errors were present was also,examined.
Section 9 - Effects of Varying the Antenna Speed. The effects
of varying the rotation rate of the antenna on track­
ing turning aircraft was examined in these experi­
ments.
There are a variety of parameters that must be set for every experi-
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ment. A complete listing of the parameter settings for all experiments 
run during the period covered by this report is given in Appendix 1.
In the CSL report R-59 the rules we use for classifying tracks on 
targets was described. This classification provides a precise descrip­
tion of the tracking performance in terms of features generally recog­
nized as important in assessing the quality of the tracking. The des­
cription in R-59 was somewhat specialized* and it will be convenient to 
now repeat it in more general terms.
For a'target executing a turn the tracking of the turn will be lab­
eled A, B, Cy D or E according to the following rules.
The tracking of the turn is type A if?
1. A track is initiated at t < T .^ o
2. No secondary tracks are initiated in the interval
3, There is at least one correct association with this track 
in the interval T^ < t ^ T^.
The tracking of the turn is type B ifs
1. A track, called the primary track, is initiated at t 4 T q.
2. At least one other track, called a secondary track, is 
initiated in the interval TQ < t 4 T p
3. There is at least one correct association with the primary 
track in the interval T2 < t ^ T^o
The tracking of the turn is type C ifs
1. A track, called the primary track, is initiated at t ^ T •o
2. At least one secondary track is initiated in the Interval
T < t « Tr
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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3. There is no correct association with the primary track in 
the interval < t^. Ty
The tracking of the turn is type D if:
1. A track is initiated in the interval t ^  TQ.
2. No secondary tracks are initiated in the interval
T <  t <  T . 
o 1
3. There is no correct association in the interval T^<  t ^  T^.
The tracking of the turn is type E if:
1. A track is initated at t >  but not at t ^ T^.
The time TQ is chosen such that the plane begins the turn at Tq or 
slightly after, Tg is just a short time after completion of the turn,
T^ is equal to or slightly greater than T^, T^ is the time of the end of 
the experiment, (usually about 1-2 minutes after completion of the turn).
In the track classification of experiments reported here it will al­
ways be true that T-j_ - T^ = the time of the end of the experiment. The 
rules as stated above, with T ^ T 25 represent a recent change. Although 
this change will only slightly effect the track classification statistics 
it makes the rules a little more appealing to us.
It is seen that three rules are used to determine the classification of 
the tracking. The first rule is to establish whether or not there is a 
track at all before the turn begins. The second rule is to determine whether 
or not there is a splitting of the track into more than one track during the 
turn and in the interval immediately following the turn when transient effects 
may still be operating. The third rule determines whether or not the track 
which was being carried on the plane before the start of the turn is still 
associating with reports from the plane after completion of the turn.
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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For two planes flying on intersecting courses^ a similar scheme of
classification is used» The tracking of the intersection is labeled A,
B, C, D, E, or F according to the following rules»
The tracking of the intersection is type A ifs
1» Tracks are initiated on both planes at t ^ T »"* o
2o There is at least one correct association with each of 
these tracks at T-^  ^  t ^ Tgo 
The tracking of the intersection is type B if:
1* A track is initiated on only one plane at t ^  Tq®
2» There is at least one correct association with this track 
at T-j_ ^ t ^  T 2 o
The tracking of the intersection is type C if:
1* A track is initiated on only one plane at t ^  T 0o
2« There is no correct association with this track at 
Tx < t ^  Tr
The tracking of the intersection is type D if:
1* Tracks on both planes are initiated at t $ Tq0 
2. There is a correct association with only one of these 
tracks at T-]_ ^  t ^ T 2«
The tracking of the intersection is type E ifs
1« Tracks are initiated on both planes at t ^ T0»
2» There is no correct association with either of the tracks 
at T]_ ^ t ^  Tpo
The tracking of the intersection is type F if:
lo No tracks are initiated on either plane at t ^  T0„
The time T0 is chosen such that there is negligible probability of
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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confusing reports from the two intersecting planes when t <  TQ (usually the 
planes are about 10 mi apart at time Tb). The time T]_ is a time after com­
pletion of the intersection and chosen such that there is again negligible 
probability of confusing reports from the two planes. The time Tg is 
chosen such that the interval T^ t ^  T2 includes about 5 scan times, thus 
insuring good probability of a correct association in this interval if the 
track has the proper coordinates.
Categories A, X), and E describe the tracking of the intersection of 
two planes on which there are well established tracks before the intersec­
tion. Categories B and C describe the tracking of one plane which inter­
sects with another plane not being tracked just before the intersection. 
Categories B, C, and F contain all situations in which there has been some 
difficulty in track initiation.
These classification rules have been chosen because they seem to sim­
ply discribe important characteristics of the tracking performance and can 
be easily applied. They represent an attempt to describe, in a clearly de­
fined fashion, the quality of tracking. The times, T, used in classifying 
the tracking in the following experiments are listed in tables in Appendix 2®
The ”association print” output program has been used exclusively in our 
experiments® The data printed out by this program, is the raw data for all 
of the data analysis which has been performed® It is recalled that this 
program prints out information on a track only at the times at which the 
track associates with some report; information on a track which is initiated 
but never associates with a report is not printed® Unless explicitly re­
ferred to, these ”one-hit tracks” are ignored in the following results.
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II. STATIONARY TARGET EXPERIMENTS
•ftAn elementary test of the ability of the S and T computer to track 
targets can be made by requiring it to track targets with zero velocity. 
It is reasonable to assume that tracking under these conditions must be 
good before one can hope to achieve success with high speed, maneuver­
ing targets. An experiment with low velocity, or zero velocity targets 
is of interest for another reason. The 5 and T computer must be able to 
track low velocity targets, namely ships, since one of its duties is to 
keep track of the various radar report stations.
Four experiments with fixed targets were runt Experiments I26*
I27* 13^ and 1^. The parameter settings are given in Appendix 1«
Loss of Tracks. Table 1 shows the approximate probability of los­
ing a track when it associates with a noise report in each of these 
stationary target experiments, listed according to the type of cover.**
1 good radar 1 poor radar 2 or 3 radars
Exp. I25 0.05 0.5 0
Exp. I2y 0.3 o„5 0.2
Exp. I3i; 0.1 0.6 0
Exp. I3£ 0.2 1 .0 0.15
Approximate probability of losing a track on a fixed 
target if it associates with a noise report.
Table 1
The drum computer of the air traffic control system proposed in R-35>.
Cover is identified as follows: A good radar has blip-scan ratio
- 75$; a poor radar has blip-scan ratio —  50$$ the 2 or 3 radars have blip- 
scan ratios of 50$ and 75$«
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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In the two experiments where the approximate probability of loss is 
zero in multiple cover smoothing and sorbing parameters SS-U were used. v
In the other two experiments smoothing and sorting parameters SS-f> were 
used. Parameters SS-lj. appear to make the track less sensitive to appar­
ent accelerations of the target than parameters S5-5>o This effect will 
be observed later when we find that parameters SS-U cannot be used to 
track high acceleration turns (l g or more) while parameters SS-5 can be 
used to track high acceleration turns. This phenomenon appears to be a 
necessary evil in tracking; some compromise between the magnitude of the 
accelerations to be detected and the susceptibility to noise perturba­
tions must be made.
It appears from these results that tracking in the presence of noise 
when the blip-scan ratios = 50# will be very unsatisfactory. Not only is 
the probability of losing a track when it associates with noise relative- 
ly great, but also the probability of association with a noise report is 
relatively large. This is because the time between associations is, on 
the average, long thus making the average association bin large.
It is not possible to compute the probability of loss of a track 
from association with noise reports, at all noise levels, by multiplying 
the entries in Table 1 by the probability of a noise association. The 
entries in Table 1 themselves depend on the noise density in a complicat­
ed way.
Our results indicate that for 100 targets in double cover and a noise 
density of 10 reports/second into the S and T computer about five tracks a 
minute will be lost when parameters SS-£ are used. The results are worse
ji
for single cover. .
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The Effect of Right-associations and Smoothing After a Noise 
Perturbationo Perturbation of a track by noise does not always result 
in a loss of the track® If right-associations (association of the track 
with a radar report from the object it is supposed to represent) occur 
within a short time after the noise perturbations then there is a good 
chance that the track will not be lost®
The time that it takes a track to recover from a noise perturba­
tion depends on the magnitude of the perturbations the frequency of 
right-associations after the perturbations and the smoothing parameters® 
Recovery of tracks from different noise perturbations is illustrated in 
Figs® las lbs 1° and 2as 2b, 2c® The ordinate D is the distances in 
miles, between a track and the report it associates with at the time of 
the association (i®e»s before smoothing)® The abscissa, T, is the time 
in seconds since the track associated with a noise report® Association 
points for a particular track are joined by line segments® A number of 
track histories are shown in each figure® At T ±  0, D gives the magni­
tude of the noise perturbation— it is the distance between the noise re­
port and the tracks the track has correct position and velocity at the 
time of the association® For T > 0, the points of association are all 
right-associations and therefore give the distance between the track 
and the object it is supposed to retires ent® Figures la, lb, 1c present 
data taken from Exp® 126, Figs® 2a, 2b, 2c present data taken from Exp®
I27.
In Figs® la and lb we note that almost all tracks are associating 
at least once per scan (12 seconds)® The noise perturbations range from 
D - 1/h mi® to 2 - l/k  mi® At T - 30 sec® every track is within 1 mi® of
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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its correct position, at T= 60 sec, every track is within l/2 mile of its 
correct position. If we average D, call it D, over the ensemble of 10 
tracks, then at T = 30 sec, D = 0,1* mi. and at T =: 60 sec, D = 0,2 mi. Fig­
ure 1c shows tracks for which the frequency of association is somewhat less, 
however' D at T - 30 sec, and T = 60 sec, is about the same as that for Figs, 
la and lb.
First Association Time Delay, The time interval between the appear­
ance of a target in radar cover and the time that a track on this target has 
its first right-association is a measure of the alertness of the system] this 
Interval is denoted by TD® Since none of these targets move, the time a tar­
get appears in cover is the time that the experiment begins. Figures 3a, 3b 
and 3c show the distribution of TD for three types of cover in Exp, 1^,
Figures l*a, l*b, and l*c show the distribution of TD for three types of cover 
in Exp, I27® The ordinate n is the number of planes and the abscissa is the 
TD.in seconds.
The first association time delay is the result of the interaction of a 
number of factors:
(1) Blip scan ratio
(2) Scan time (period of revolution of the antenna)
(3) Multiplicity of cover
(I*) Rules for increase and decrease of firmness, and scratching of tracks
(3) Sorting parameter
(6) Character of the target
(7) Noise density
(8) Target density
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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This list is by no means unique to the TD, almost all other interes­
ting quantities are influenced by these same factors. However, it will 
be instructive to briefly describe the role each plays in affecting the 
TD.
The influence of factors (l), (2), and (3) should be clear, A low 
blip scan ratio means a relatively long average time between reports on 
a target, and therefore a relatively large TD, Targets in multiple cov­
er are being "seen" more frequently than in single cover and should have 
a smaller TD, The rules for increase and decrease of firmness and scratch­
ing must be chosen so that a track, once initiated, will remain in the 8 
and T computer long enough to have a reasonably good probability of 
associating with a report on the same target, if the initiating report 
was on this target, and, at the same time, a relatively low probability 
of associating with a noise report. The sorting parameter,£ , is a func­
tion of the firmness of the track and time since the last report on this 
track was received. It is clear that this function must be chosen so 
that there will exist a reasonably good probability of a first association 
once the track on a real target is initiated— to do this one must take in­
to account quantification errors, radar and data processing errors in de­
termination of the position of the target, and motion of the target. It 
is clear that the probability of first association increases with £ but 
at the same time, the probability of an association with noise increases, 
thus putting an upper bound on £ , The character of the target enters in 
several ways. If the target is moving at high speeds it may be that €. , 
owing to noise limitations, does not open up fast enough to make the first 
association. If the target gives a weak echo, i,e., small o', then TD may
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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be increased for two reasons. First, under saturation conditions in the buffer 
store the weaker returns will get thrown away first to make room for stronger 
ones thus the probability of a report on the target getting to the computer is 
reduced. Second, if is too small initiation will be suppressed. Noise den­
sity contributes to an increase in TD in two ways; it can cause saturation with 
the result described above, or it can associate with a track just initiated and 
move it far enough away to prevent the occurrence of a first association. Noise 
density also bounds e. as mentioned above. Target density contributes to an 
increase in TD for similar reasons as noise density.
The above list serves to indicate the complexity and extent of the factors 
which interact to effect a quantity like the first association time delay which 
itself is easily measured. This example is typical of the quantities we observe 
and try to measure. It indicates why experimental techniques had to be resorted 
to in order to study the properties of the system and why the entire system must 
be studied as a whole.
III. 90° FISHHOOKS WITH ACCELERATIONS fe, fe, lg AND 
Ug, AND SPEED 1/8 MI/5EC. ~
In the CSL report R-59 we presented resplts of experiments in which the S 
and T computer' tracked targets executing turns. The fishhook orbit preparer 
was used in those experiments. All turns were through 90° with an acceleration 
of Jg and at a speed of 1/8 mi/sec. (Experiment 1^  is an exception, it was a 
lg turn at a speed of 3/l6 mi/sec.) These experiments were continued to higher 
acceleration turns and to speeds of 5/32 mi/sec. and 3/l6 mi/sec. In this sec­
tion we discuss turns with speed, V, equal to l/8 mi/sec. Results of twenty- 
two experiments will be presented in this section; they are Exps. I35 - I^y, ~
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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I ^  - 1 ^ 9  I90*" £95* The parameter settings are given in Appendix 1 *
Exps* I36 - 1^7, I^q, ^69* Tn "this series of experiments, turns 
of Jg, Jg, and lg for targets with speed of hSO mph were studied*
In Table 2 the classification of tracks, according to type of cover 
and presence or absence of noise (i*e*, target in left half or right 
half of area) is listed for these experiments* In the column labeled 
Identification we enter the number of the experiment (e»g* I35) and immed­
iately below it three symbols giving, in order, the acceleration of the 
turn, the report rate - full report rate (FRR) or reduced report rate (R^) 
— and the sorting and smoothing parameters used in that experiment* The 
type of cover is to be understood as follows:
1 poor radar - The target is in the cover of Radar #1 or Radar #5 
only*
1 good radar - The target is in the cover of Radar #2 £r Radar
or Radar #5 only*
2 or 3 radars- The target is in the cover of one of two or three
of the five radars*
The names ’’good” and "poor1* describe the fact that radars 2, U and 5 have 
a blip-scan ratio of 3/b while radars 1 and 3 have blip-scan ratio of 1/2* 
In the column labelled Noise we write Y or N according to whether the tar­
get was or was not in the noisy half of the area* The number entered un­
der a classification is simply the number of tracks having that classifi­
cation*
Experiments I^q and 1 ^  are repetitions of Exps* I^g and 1 ^  with 
different random number sequences*
In Appendix 2, Table A-6 gives the times T0, T^, T2* and T3 used in
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Identifica­
tion
1 Poor Radar 1 Good Radar r or 3 Radars
A B c D E A B c D E A B C D E Noise
136 0 0 2 7 10 U 0 2 8 b 8 0 10 2 2 Y
Igi FRR, SS-li 1 0 1 5 7 5 0 0 8 2 7 0 9 0 0 N
I37 3 1 1 3 11 9 0 3 2 b 12 1 9 2 2 Y
fg> FRRS SS-U 3 0 0 b 7 9 0 3 1 2 5 1 9 1 0 N
I38 3 0 3 2 11 7 0 5 2 b 16 1 2 1 2 Y
h > f r r* ss-U h 0 2 0 8 13 0 0 0 2 11 0 1 0 0 N
I39 3 0 1 6 9 2 0 2 12 2 9 0 8 li 1 Y
ig* r 35 SS-U b 0 1 6 3 8 0 2 b 1 7 0 3 2 0 N
Iko 3 0 2 $ 9 7 0 2 7 2 lU 0 b 3 1 Y
R^, SS-U 6 1 1 3 3 9 0 0 5 1 6 0 9 1 0 N
% 3 0 3 2 11 12 0 U 0 2 17 0 9 0 0 Y
r 35 ss-U 6 0 2 3 3 8 0 3 1 3 10 1 1 0 0 N
IU2 2 0 1 ÿ 11 11 . 0 0 3 b 19 2 2 1 2 <Y
ig> FRR * 35=9 b 0 1 1 8 11 0 0 2 2 10 1 1 0 G N
Il+3 1 0 2 b 12 8 1 1 b b 17 0 3 0 2 Y
ig* FRR* SS~9 S 0 0 1 8 12 0 1 0 2 10 1 0 1 0 N
1UU 3 ö 1 3 l2 7 0 3 b b 17 1 2 0 2 Y
?g* FRR* SS°9 5 0 0 1 8 13 0 0 0 2 12 0 0 0 0 N
5 0 1 3 10 11 0 1 3 3 17 0 li 1 0 Y
ig> r 3* ss-9 $ 0 0 6 3 12 0 0 2 1 12 0 0 0 0 N .
T p “ 3 Ò 2 b 10 11 0 3 1 3 19 0 1 2 0 Y
k> r 35 SS-9 i r 0 1 2 3 lU 0 0 0 1 10 1 1 0 0 N
x!,7 2 0 1 3 13 11 0 b 0 3 19 1 2 0 0 Y
ïg> R-*, ss-9 6 0 1 3 U 11 0 1 0 3 12 0 0 0 0 N
~ w ~ 2 0 2 B 7 8 0 3 b 3 16 2 2 1 1 Y
ig* FRR* 5S-9 6 0 0 b b 11 0 0 1 3 12 0 0 0 0 N
169 B 1 2 è 2 il 0 3 2 2 17 1 li 0 0 Y
ig> R3* ss-5 5 0 0 3 6 1 1 0 0 0 b 12 0 0 0 0 N
Track Classification for Exps* I35 - I^q,
Table 2
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classifying these tracks*
Comparing results for parameters SS-U and SS-5 it is noted that the 
proportion of type A tracks is, with few exceptions, greatest when para­
meters S$-5> are used* This is particularly true for Ig and §g turns* In 
the "few exceptions" there is no significant difference in the results*
In the absence of noise it can be seen that parameters SS-5 give a 
nearly 100$ probability* for a type A turn of §g, or Ig in multiple 
cover* Averaging the probability of a type A turn in the absence of noise 
over the three accelerations using parameters SS-5 we obtain
Average probability for a type A turn - 93$
The same quantity for full renort rate in noise iss
Average probability for a type A turn - 83%
The same quantity for reduced report rate in noise iss
Average probability for a type A turn - 82$
The results in coverage by "1 poor radar" indicate that this type 
ol coverage will be unacceptable for two reasons? (l) The large propor­
tion of type E tracks indicates severe initiation difficulties, (2) The 
low proportion of type A tracks indicates a low probability of tracking 
the turn*
Turning attention now to the results in the coverage of 1 good radar 
we note a greater proportion of type E tracks than in multiple cover*
Thus, the initiation time is, on the average, somewhat longer* For low noise 
densities at least the probability of a type A turn is not greatly differ-
Probability for a type A turn here refers to the ratio #A
obtained from an experiment* ih3 + r/C-t-
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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ent from that for multiple cover. Computing, as above, the average prob­
ability for a type A turn we find in this type of cover for zero noise den­
sity*
Average probability for a type A turn = 92$
The same quantity for full report rate in noise is*
Average probability for a type A turn - 7 3 %
The same quantity for reduced report rate in noise iss 
Average probability for a type A turn - 6 2 %
Note that in the presence of noise the average probability for a type 
A turn is 10$ and 20$ less than that for multiple cover.
In Table 2 it is seen that the number of type B turns is everywhere, 
small in comparison with the number of type C. We conclude that if splitt­
ing of a track does occur, then the newly-formed track will most likely con­
tinue to live while the original track will die. Considering the real air 
traffic control system this is not a very desirable result since each time 
the new track continues and the old one dies, , the new track must be identi­
fied and identity and status information transferred from the old track.to 
the new track.
Comparison of results for Exps. I ^  and 1 ^  with those for Exps. I^g 
and I ^  gives an indication of the fluctuations that one might expect in the 
entries of Table 2, since these two pairs of experiments differ only in the 
entry to the random number sequence.
To illustrate in detail the character of the tracking as the plane 
executes a turn we show in Figs. 5 to 10 track history plots of 6 turns.
In each figure the true course of the aircraft is shown in an x, y coordin­
ate system in l / h mile units as a heavy solid line,- with the time of arrival
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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at points along the course marked in seconds. The x, y coordinates are 
in the sexadecimal number system. Each track is indicated by a light 
line drawn from the point of the first association to that of the last 
association. The track is identified by the sexadecimal number giving 
its drum location, and appears in. a small box alongside the correspond­
ing track. Whenever an association occurs a dot appears at that point 
on the track and the time, in seconds, of the association is indicated; 
if the dot is enclosed by a small circle the association was made with a 
noise report, if there is no circle the association was a correct one—  
that is, the track associated with a report from the plane it represents. 
The planes are numbered sexadecimally according to the scheme shown in 
Fig. h of R-59» The quantity tf gives the time of the end of the exper­
iment. '
It is of interest to know how well the x- and y-velocity compon­
ents of the track, ux and Uy, agree, on the average, with the true vel­
ocity components of the object, Ux and Uy. To do this we have computed 
the following quantities: 
mean x-velocity tracking error -
3 N
N 3 —1 ^ x j ^  ” uxj(^) K
root-mean-square x-velocity tracking error -
mean y-velocity tracking error -
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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root-mean-square-y-velocity tracking error -
Juyj(t) “ 5 : (Dy3(t) ■ uyj(t))2
where t is the time, j is an index identifying the track and the summation 
is over type A turns only.» Note that these are averages over an ensemble 
of tracks at a fixed time t, they are not time averages. The results of 
these computations are shown in Figs. 11 to 16. Individual plots for each 
experiment are shown separately. The speed of the planes, the accelera­
tion of the turns, a, the smoothing and sorting parameters, and the report 
rate are indicated for each experiment. The ordinate gives the mean or 
rms velocity tracking error in miles per hour. The abscissa gives the time 
in seconds at which the mean or rms tracking error has been computed. Note 
that the time axis is not continuous. The averages have been computed at 
12 second intervals for the first 60 seconds to illustrate the average be­
haviour of the track velocity on initiation— then beginning at the time 
that the turn is completed the averages have been computed at 12 second 
intervals for the following U8 seconds to illustrate the average behaviour 
of the track velocity on recovery from a turn.
The significant conclusions that one can draw from examination of these 
curves are
(1) The velocity error is slightly under-damped.
(2) Correction of the velocity error follows essentially the same 
pattern for parameters S5-U and S3-5 and both noise densities,
(3) Sixty seconds after appearance in radar cover each component of 
velocity is correct to within approximately 15&-
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(U) In completion of a lg, 90° turn, the error in the velocity 
component in the direction of the new heading is of the 
order of 2£0 mph; for a Jg, 90° turn this is about the same; 
for a \ g y 90° turn this is about 50 mph*
(5) Forty-eight seconds after the completion of the turn, the 
error in the velocity component in the direction of the new 
heading is about 50 mph for a lg, 90° turn, 75 mph for a 
90° turn, 25 mph for a Jg, 90° turn*
A qualitative picture of the quality of the tracking can be ob­
tained from the association print photographs shown in Figs* 17, 18,
19, 20, 21 and 22* (It will be recalled that an association print 
photograph is a picture of a CRT geographical display on which a bright 
spot appears at the track position each time the track associates with 
a report provided the firmness is greater than an adjustable parameter
f •) Circles indicate the radar coverage* The total area of the re- o '
gion shown in each photograph is 128 x 128 square miles*
Exps. I^k - 167« In this section we consider experiments with 
Ug turns at a speed of U50 mph. Experiments I^g and I^  are repeats 
of Exps* l£^ and I w i t h  different entries into the random number se- 
quenc e*
Table 3 shows the classification of tracks for these experiments* 
Table 3 has the same form as Table 2.
From the results in Table 3 it is concluded that Ug turns can be 
tracked with the same probability of success as Jg, Jg and lg turns in 
multiple cover. In the cover of 1 good radar there is a slightly higher 
proportion of type D tracks for lg and hg turns, than for lower g turns*
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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Identification
1 Poor Radar 1 Good Radar 2 or 3 Radars
A B c B E A B c B E A B C B E Noise
Ô^îi 1 0 0 6 1 Ò 0 1 7 li Ili 2 1 3 2 Y
lig, FRR, SS-£ 3 0 0 3 8 12 0 0 1 2 12 0 0 0 0 N
r6$ li 0 2 h 9 8 0 0 8 2 19 0 2 1 0 Y
Ug, r 3, 33-5 5 0 0 6 3 12 0 0 2 1 12 0 0 0 0 N
*66 1 0 3 8 7 6 0 2 7 3 l6 1 1 3 1 Y
ltg, FRRj 33-5 6 0 0 U U 10 0 1 1 3 10 1 1 0 0 N
X67 7 0 3 8 1 li 0 5 7 2 18 1 3 0
0 Y
lig* R^, ss-5 3 0 * 1 li 6 8 0 1 2 li 11 0 1 0 0 N
Track Classification for Exps. 1 ^  - I57 
Table 3
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These results are not surprising. Quantization of the radar reports 
will make Ig and l*g turns appear almost alike. They appear as right angle 
turns. A missing reoort or perturbation by noise at.the turn is more ser­
ious here than for lower acceleration turns, and can easily result in a 
type D track. Therefore, in the cover of 1 good radar where there is a great 
er chance of missing a report at the turn one expects a larger proportion of 
type D tracks.
Exps. I^q - I^. In these experiments a few changes were made in the 
system:
(1) The radars were all given a 10 second scan time.
(2) The f-decrease time (ts) was changed from 15 sec. to 12 sec.
(3) Noise reports and plane reports were given different strength 
distributions. Noise reports could have strengths of cr—  0, 2 
U, or 6 with equal probability, while plane reports could have 
strengths of cr~ — l, 3, or 7 with equal probability. This 
distribution of CT has been labelled DND. The initiation threshold 
was then set to 5 (i.e.,CTq =• £) so only 2$% of the noise re­
ports and %0% of the plane reports could initiate tracks.
Except for these changes Exps. Ipo'“ I95 were identical to Exps. 1^, Ij^,
16h> 1 k7> Tl*5 and X6£> respectively. •
Classification of the tracks is shown in. Table A comparison of
these results with those for the earlier, corresponding experiments shows 
one striking difference. Tracking by one poor radar in the absence of noise 
is now considerably improved. It appears that many type E tracks have be­
come type A tracks, thus indicating that track initiation is now easier.
There is a simple explanation for this. Since fewer noise tracks are'being
C O N F I D E N T I A L
Identifie ation
1. Poor Radar 1 Good Radar r or 3 Radars1.
A B c D E A B C D E
t
Aï B C D E Noise
t90
ig, FRR, SS-5
2 1 13 1 2 11 1 0 1 17 2 1 2 0 Y
11 0 2 0 1 13 0 0 0 2 12 0 0 0 0 N
T91 6 1 9 1 2 * 10 0 6 1 1 18 1 1 2 0 Y
lg, FRR, SS-5 11 0 2 0 1 13 0 1 0 1 11 0 0 1 0 N
0 192 8 2 7 0 2 11 2 li 0 1 16 2 3 1 0 Y
0
S! l*g, FRR, SS-5 11 0 2 0 1 12 2 0 0 1 12 0 0 0 0 N
H X93 h 1 10 0 ■h 11 1 li 0 2 18 3 1 0 0 Y
Ö ‘ h >  a3» ss-5 13 0 0 0 1 Ili 0 0 0 1 12 0 0 0 0 N
s; I9U 11 0 7 0 1 12 2 U 0 0 19 2 1 0 0 YHi)
H ig, r 3 ,  ss-5 11 0 1 1 1 Ili 0 0 0 1 12 0 0 0 0 N
>
195 7 0 9 1 2 Ili 2 2 0 0 19 2 1 0 0 Y
kg, r3, ss-5 11 1 2 0 0 12 1 1 0 1 12 0 0 0 0 N
Track Classification for Exp* I^q - I ^
Table li
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initiated because of DND and CT^ =■ 5 , the drum is not nearly so cluttered 
with noise. Consequently the track scratcher is rarely called into opera­
tion# In the earlier experiments the track scratcher operated at least 
once a scan with the result that freshly initiated tracks were frequently 
scratched; this is particularly true for those in the cover of a poor rad­
ar since they will have a higher probability of zero firmness. Any change 
resulting from the new scan time and f-decrease time is probably masked by 
this effect#
Photographs of the association print output for these six experiments 
and the corresponding print are shown in Figs# 23-35* The § pic­
ture is a picture of a CRT geographic display on which every report sent 
to the S and T computer is displayed as a bright spot at the reported posi­
tion. Thus, the pairs of photographs show.essentially a "before" and 
"after" picture of the data, integrated for approximately U minutes#
IV. 90° FISHHOOKS i/tfITH ACCELERATIONS OF ¿g, Jg, Ig 
AND lig AND SPEED 5/32 Ml/SEC#
In this section the results of Exps. Ig2 - Ig£ and Exps# I-q ^ - I ^ y  
are presented# These experiments differ from ones discussed earlier in that 
the speed of the planes has been increased to 5/32 mi/sec# The present de­
sign of the S and T computer was advertised to be capable of handling speeds 
up to about 600 mph# Thus, we are here operating with planes that have a- 
bout the maximum allowable speed#
In Exps# I i i h  ~ ^1175 li^e Exps# I^q - I^£, the scan, time is 10 sec, 
the f-decrease time is 12 sec, there is DND and =  5* Exps# Ig2 - Ig£ 
do not have these new properties. A complete list of the parameter settings 
is given in Appendix 1#
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Classification of the tracks in these experiments is shown in Table 
5. In multiple cover there does not appear to be a significant differ­
ence from results obtained with 1/8 mi/sec planes* For lg and U g accel­
erations difference in the no-noise area can be noted— as one would ex­
pect, the tracking of these faster planes is not as good as on the 1/8 
mi/sec planes*
V. 90° FISHHOOKS WITH ACCELERATIONS OF lg and Ug 
AND SPEED 3/16 Ml/SECT
In this section results of Exps. I^£ - I ^  are presented. The planes 
in these experiments have speeds of 3/l6 mi/sec. For all of these experi­
ments the scan time is 10 sec, the f-decrease time is 12 sec, there is DND 
and c ^ — 5. A complete list of the parameter settings is given in Appen­
dix 1.
Classification of the tracks is shown in Table 6. The high propor­
tion of type D tracks indicates that a number of tracks are being lost and 
reinitiated on the turns. It is our feeling that the tracking behaviour 
indicated in this table is unsatisfactory.
The original estimate of about 600 mph as the maximum speed of the 
planes for "good” tracking appears to be correct. These high speed planes 
could probably be tracked if only the smoothing and sorting paramaters 
were altered. However, for much higher speeds of the aircraft, more vel­
ocity and position digits would be necessary.
VI. : 60° SCISSORS WITH SPEED l/8 MI/SEC.
In this section the results of eight scissors experiments, Exps.
I[i8 “ are presented. The angle between the velocity vectors for
each pair of planes is 60°. The speed of the planes is 1/8 mi/sec. Cf
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Identification
1 Poor Radar 1 Good Radar 2 or 3 Radars
A B C D E A B c D E A B C D E Noise
*82 1 0 h 6 8 5 0 2 7 li 15 2 li 1 0 Y
fe, FEE, SS-5 5 0 1 1 7 10 0 0 2 3 12 0 0 0 0 N
I83 h 0 2 3 10 7 0 3 li li 19 0 3 0 0 Y
fe, E3» SS-5 8 0 2 1 3 11 0 0 1 3 12 0 0 0 0 N
r8ii 1 0 h 6 8 U 0 1 9 li Ili 1 5 2 0 Y
o |g, FEE, SS-5 0 0 2 7 10 0 0 2 3 10 1 0 1 0 N
o
S5 % h 0 2 3 10 6 1 7 1 3 16 2 3 0 1 Y
Üfgj R y SS—5 5 0 h 2 3 9 0 0 1 12 0 0 0 0 N
H
Ö TiiU 6 0 9 2 2 11 0 6 0 1 17 3 2 0 0 YW
2! lg, FRR, SS-£ 12 0 1 0 1 9 1 3 0 2 12 0 0 0 0 N
t-3
H rii5 6 2 h li 3 6 2 8 1 1 iS 1 6 0 0 Y
>
f 1«, FEE, SS-5 6 1 5 1 1 10 0 3 0 2 12 0 0 0 0 N
I ll6 5 0 8 2 h 10 1 5 1 1 16 0 5 1 0 Y
lg, R3, SS-5 9 1 3 0 1 10 0 3 0 2 10 0 2 0 0 N
111? 5 2 8 0 li 10 0 6 0 2 17 1 li 0 0 Y
Ugy V? y SS-^ 5 2 5 1 1 9 0 li 0 2 9 2___ 1
0 0 N
Track Classification for Exps* Xqj ~ l^ll; " *117.
Table 5>
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Identification
1 Poor Radar 1 Good Radar 2 or 3 Radars
A B c T) B A B c D E A B C T) E Noise
I96 0 1 12 3 3 il 0 8 3 3 13 0 8 0 1 Y
lg, FRR, SS-9 9 0 il 1 il 10 0 il 0 1 7 1 il 0 0 N
I97 h 0 11 0 il 3 0 8 3 li 12 1 8 0 1 Y
Ug, FRR, SS-5 1 0 9 U ii 9 0 9 0 1 6 1 9 0 0 N
H O CD li 2 11 1 1 9 0 12 0 1 111 il 2 2 0 Y
îg, r3, ss-5 9 0 7 0 2 10 1 2 0 2 11 0 1 0 0 N
t99 3 0 12 3 1 ii 1 9 3 1 9 il 13 0 0 Y
i^ g, r3, ss-9 1 0 9 2 2 10 0 3 0 2 2 2 8 0 0 N
Track Classification for Exps. I<p6 
Table 6
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these eight experiments, four (Exps. 1^2 ~ l£^) are repeats of the other 
four (Exps. I^Q - I51) but with a different entry into the random number 
list; thus I^g is like ^ 9  is like etc. A complete list of the
parameter settings for these experiments is given in Appendix 1.
Classification of the tracks is shown in Table 7* It appears reason­
able to conclude from the results shown here that tracking at 60° intersec­
tions is unsatisfactory in all types of cover, even in the absence of noise* 
The problem of how to track two objects when their paths merge for a 
short period of time is a fundamental one and not easy to resolve. Our pres­
ent feeling is that the S and T computer cannot, in general, adequately han­
dle such a situation by itself. With human intervention or perhaps the assis­
tance of a general purpose computer like Uliac, it might be possible to do 
a good job of tracking through an intersection. A great improvement would 
clearly result if velocity information, as well as position information, 
was reported from the radars to the S and T computer, since the sorting 
could then be done on velocity as well as position.
VII. 120° SCISSORS WITH SPEED l/8 Ml/SEC.
The results of scissors Exps. 1 ^  - 1 ^  are reported in this section.
The angle between the velocity vectors was 120° and the speed of the planes 
was 1/8 mi/sec. Again, the eight experiments consist of two groups of four 
experiments, differing only by the entry into the random number sequence*
Classification of the tracks is shown in Table 8. These results indicate 
that the ability of the system to track 120° intersections is considerably 
better than for 60° or 90° intersections (see CSL report R-59)* This is 
natural, since now the period of time that the targets are close together is
C O N F I D E N T I A L
* 4 , 4
1 Poor Radar ]L Good Radar — 1___Ê
2 or 3 Radars
Identification
A B C D E F A B c I) E F A B C D E F Noise
1 1,8 0 1 3 0 1 2 0 U 1 0 1 1 6 2 0 1 0 0 Y
60°, FRR, SS-U 1 1 2 0 0 u 3 2 0 1 0 0 7 0 0 2 1 0 N
I*9 0 3 0 1 2 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 5 1 3 0 0 0 Y
60°s Rd, ss-U 0 2 3 0 0 3 1 3 1 0 0 1 6 2 0 2 0 0 N
x5o
60°3 FRR, SS-5
0 0 U 0 1 2 0 2 3 0 1 1 3 2 0 u 0 0 Y
1 3 0 0 0 u 3 2 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 2 2 0 N
o Ijl 0 0 3 1 2 1 0 2 3 0 1 1 1 3 1 u 0 0 Yo
« 60°3 R^3 SS-S 0 U 1 0 0 3 1 U 0 0 0 * 1 u 1 1 2 2 0 N
H x52
60°, FRR, SS-U
0 l 3 0 0 3 0 3 3 0 0 1 3 2 2 1 1 0 Y
ö 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 2 U 3 0 3 0 0 N
S5
XS3
60°, R3 , SS-U
0 2 0 2 0 3 1 1 2 1 0 2 2 1 3 2 1 0 Yt-3
H 0 0 0 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 0 7 0 0 1 2 0 N
Î*»
o XS** e 60°3 FRR, SS-5»
0 1 2 0 2 2 0 3 1 1 0 2 3 1 2 3 0 0 Y
0 2 3 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 6 2 0 2 0 0 N
0 1 1 1 1 3 0 1 3 0 1 2 U 2 0 0 3 0 Y
60°, Rr , SS-5 1 0 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 0l___
2 0 6
___
0 0 3 1 0 N
Track Classification for Exps* I^g - 1 ^
Table 7
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Identification
1 Poor Radar 1 Good Radar 2 or 3 Radars
A B C D E F A B c. D E F A B c D E F Noise
I56
120°, ERR, SS-U
0 0 3 1 0 3 3 2 1 2 0 1 7 1
1
0 0 0 0 I
2 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 0 1 0 0 9 1 0 0 0 0 N
t57
120°, r3, ss-U
1 0 u 2 0 . 0 3 2 0 3 1 0 ■6 1 0 1 0 0 T
0 2 1. 0 1 3 1 3 0 0 0 2 10 0 0 0 0 \ 0 N
*58
120°, FRR, SS-5
0 0 3 0 1 3 1 2 0 1 U 1 5 1 0 1 1 0 Y
2 0 2 1 i 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 6 1 0 1 2 0 N
J 59
120°, R3,. SS-5
0 0 3 2 2 0 2 2 1 1 3 0 2 1 0 5 0 0 Y
0 1 2 1 1 3 0 3 0 1 0 2 10 0 0 0 0 0 N
-*-60
120°, FRR, SS-U
1 2 0 2 1 1 U 3 0 2 0 0 7 1 0 0 0 0 Y
2 1 0 2 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 1 8 1 1 0 0 0 N
*61 .
120°, R3, SS-U
0 3 3 0 0 1 h 2 0 2 1 0 6 *1 0 1 0 0 Y
1 1 2 0 1 3 5 0 0 0 1 0 9 1 Ó 0 0 0 N
X62
120°> FRR, 5S-£
2 1 3 1 0 0 3 0 2 3 1 0 U 1 0 2 1 0 Y
3 2 1 1 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 1 8 0 1 1 0 0 N
163 '
120°, R3, SS-5
0 0 1 0 1 U 1 0 2 2 0 6 1 0 1 0 0 • Y
1 2 1 0 1 3 5 0 0 1 0 0 9 1 0 0 0 0 N
Track Classification for Exps* 1 ^  
Table 8
o
o
as
M
a
w
2$
h3
M
>
IT*
- I63
t 1
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smallest. The tracking in multiple cover is good, particularly for 
parameters SS-U. Initiation problems in single cover make it difficult 
to assess the quality of the tracking in these areas.
VIII. THE EFFECT OF PARALLAX ERRORS
Parallax errors will arise because the radar stations do not know 
their exact postion. It is of interest to determine the amount of error 
that can be tolerated in ’"own ship1 s position” before the S and T com­
puter starts having tracking difficulties. When the error becomes too 
great the 5 and T computer will begin to carry more than one track on a 
single object. Loss and reinitiation of tracks may also result. Eight 
different expériments were run in which one of the radars was given a 
parallax error. These experiments were basically Exps. I^g or I)[1, Jg 
- U50 raph fishhooks. In 2xps. I70 - I73 radar number 3 was given a para­
llax error of 1 mile in x and y. In Exps. Iy^  - I77 radar number 3 was 
given a parallax error of 1/2 mile in x and y. (Parallax error was enter­
ed by simply adding constants Ax =1, J-, A y  :: 1, j? to pre-reports be­
fore placing them in the buffer store for radar number 3«) The proper­
ties of double bin sorting indicate that it might help overcome some of 
the effects of a parallax error, so in some experiments double bin sort­
ing (DBS) was used.
Table 9 shows classification of the tracks in these experiments. Re­
sults in multiple cover only are shown since this is the only place where 
parallax errors cause tracking difficulties; in single cover a uniform 
displacement of all tracks results. Each line in Table 9 gives results 
for experiments differing only in magnitude of the parallax error. The 
first four lines refer to experiments where DBS was not used, the last
C O N F I D E N T I A L
No
 D
BS
No Parallax Error | Mi Parallax Error in x & y 1 Mi Parallax Error i n x i  y
Exp« A B c D E Exp. A B c D E Exp, A B C D E Noise
111 1 1 1 1 111 1 2 0 1 5. ll 6 0 3 YCOM 9 0 1 0 0 * 171* 10 0 0 0 0 i70 6 1 3 0 0 N
%
111 0 il 0 0
t75
15 0 3 0 0
H —~J
 
H
8 1 9 0 0 Y
9 0 1 0 0 6 il 0 0 0 li 3 3 0 0 N
X76
16 0 2 0 0
I72
10 0 * 7 1 0 Y
9 0 1 0 0 6 0 Ii 0 0 N
T 18 0 0 0 0 . T ~ 12 0 5 0 1 YI77
8 0 2 0 0 i73 3 2 5 0 0 N
U
m
25 Track Classification in Exps« I^q - **77
to Show Effect, of Parallax Error andM
> Double Bin Sorting
17*
Table 9
o
o
52!
M
a
w
. S5 
t-3 
H
u>
f
4 1
67-58
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four refer to identical experiments exceot for the introduction of 
DBS. The experiment number appears at the beginning of each set of 
data referring to it.
It appears that 1 mile parallax errors cannot be tolerated even 
with the use of DBS. The results with l/2 mile errors in x and y do 
not differ significantly from those with no errors. Double bin sorting 
appears to have only a slight effect.
IX, TRACKING ABILITY CONSIDERED' AS A FUNCTION OF ANTENNA SPEED
Up to a certain limit it is to be expected that the more often a 
target is "seen" by the radar the better the tracking will be. Satura­
tion will put an upper limit on the frequency targets can be reported.
(It is here assumed that-the necessary changes in power, or prf or both 
in the radars are made so as to maintain the same blip-scan ratio for 
each antenna soeed.) An investigation of how the tracking depends on 
antenna speed was the purpose of twelve experiments now to be described.
In all of these experiments the planes flew Ig, 90° fishhooks at 
i£0 raph. Only one radar was used and it was placed at the center of the 
256 mile x 256 mile area; its range was sufficient to cover the entire 
area. The radar had a blip-scan ratio of 75$ and the priority noise was 
adjusted so that two noise reports entered the system every second. 
Smoothing and sorting paramaters SS-5 were used in all experiments.
The experiments can be divided into three groups: Exps. Iyg - Ig-}_,
each experiment being made at a different antenna speed leaving every­
thing else unchanged;Exp. Ig^ - Ig^ which are identical to the first 'group 
except for a different random number eriury; Exps. I]_qq- are
similar to the first group but have DNi), & Q -5 and ts =■ 12 sec (f-decrease
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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time) rather than IS sec. as in the other eight experiments and in some 
cases slightly different antenna speeds.
Classification of the tracks is given in Table 10. Along with the 
identification number of the experiment the scan time, I/, is given in 
seconds.
One striking result is tne large proportion of type C tracks with 
12j sec. radars in **xps. Iqq and Igg* This puzzling effect was found to 
be due to the fact that for 12j sec. radars there is a critical time inter­
val during the turn such that if a report from the plane is missed in this 
interval the track is almost guaranteed to be lost. This is not true for 
the other three antenna speeds that were tried. It is interesting to note 
that many of the fishhook experiments were performed with 12§ sec. radars 
so one could expect a marked improvement in those past results if the an­
tennas were speeded up slightly. Examination of the results from Exps.
IlOO“ I103 indicates that an eight second scan time might be an optimum 
value. This scan time gives results distinctly better than a 9 j sec. scan 
time and only slightly different from those for a 6 sec. scan timé. Finally 
an eight second scan time would yield a better target detectability than a 
six second scan timé.
C O N F I D E N T  I A L
C O N F I D E N T I A L
*•- Identification
1 Good Radar
A - B C D E Noise
i78 & 6 0 0 0 I
6 sec«. 38 1 1 0 0 N
I79 51 6 1 2 0 Y
't =■ 9 sec« 36 2 2 0 0 N
J80 38 1 21 0 0 Y
ti = 12j sec® 3U 2 a 0 0 N
I8l Ii2 a 9 3 2 Y
^ - l5| sec® 31 0 3 1 5 N
*86 52 5 1 0 2 Y
^  - 6 sec® 35 a 1 0 0 N
I87 52 3 a 0 1 Y
9 sec® 37 2 i 0 0 N
M CO CO 39 3 15 3 0 Y
t'-12^ sec® 35 2 2 1 0 N
I89 U5 0 a 8 3 Y
1^2 SeC. 29 0 3 3 '5 N
I100 59 1 0 0 0 Y
^ ' 6 sec. ao 0 0 0 0 N
I101 58 0 2 0 t) Y
^ ' 8  sec® ao 0 0 0 0 N
*102 50 3 6 1 0 Y
92sec* 36 2 2 0 0 N
*103 a9 0 7 2 2 Y
12 J sec® 33 0 a
l_ £ _ 3 N
Track Classification for Expso Iyg «
I86 “ I89J *100 * I103 
Table 10
C O N F I D E N T I A L
I
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Appendix 1
Table A-l below is an index to the tables which list the parameter
settings for the experiments described in this report. In addition, this
table contains three columns listing the report rate, full report rate
3
(FER) or reduced report rate (R ), the area where noise was present, left 
hand half (LHH) or the whole area (L & R), and the random number entry (a) 
or (b). There is another column for special identifying remarks. The first 
column in table A-l gives the identification number of the experiment. The 
second column gives the the identification of the orbit preparer; the letters 
F and S stand for fishhook and scissors, the number following the letter tells 
which one of the F or S parameter sets was used and by referring to the corr­
esponding row-entry in table A-2 or A-3 the parameter settings may be found. 
The third column of table A-l gives the identification number of the preset 
parameters and by referring to the corresponding column-entry in table A-li 
these parameter settings may be found* The fourth column in table A-l gives 
the identification for the smoothing and sorting parameters listed in table 
A-5. In table A-3 1? stands for the angle between the two velocity vectors.
In table A-l* the antenna rotation speed, w, is given in a.u./sec where 1 a.u.
radians. In table A-£ f stand for firmness, and t for time since 
last association.
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Other Identification
T26 F-9 1 s s-U FRR L & R a
r
“ 157 T ^ 9 ~ 1 SS-5 FRft L & R a
i-u F-9 1 SS— u FRR LHH a
•1^ T - 9 - -- 1 55-3 M R LHH a
I'v; F-3 2 ss-u FRR LHH a
F-2 2 ss-U FRR LHH a
II« F—J. 2 ss-U FRR---j--- LHH a
“ P T F-3 2 SSr-U LHH a
I).n F-2 ~~T~ ss-U LHH a
I)n F-l • 2 SS-U R3 LHH a
II,? F-3 T ” SS-5 FRR LHH a
I».l ^ F " ~~T~ SS=5 FRR LHH a
II,), F-l ~~2~ s s-3 FRR LHH a
~ï|£~ “ f^ t ~ 2 ~ SS-5 R3 LHH a
I),A F-2 2 s s - 3 R3 LHH a
I>,7 F-l 2 S3-5 R3 LHH a
I|,R S-l 2 ss-u FRR LHH a
I ) , Q ^ T " ~~T~ ss-U R3 LHH a
S-l ~ T ~ ss-5 FRR LHH a
1*1 S-l 2 SS-5 R3 LHH a
le» S-l 2 ss-u FRR LHH b
I « S-l 2 ss-U R3 LHH b
i'4 S-l 2 ss-5 FRR LHH b
T « 5—1 2 SS-iT” r 3 LHri b
156 "3=5" 2 ss-u FRR LHH a
I57 "s=T " ~~T~ ss-U R.J LHH a
Ii8 S-3 2 ss-5 FRR LHH a
1^9 S-3 2 SS-5 R5 LHH a
^ ì r S-3 T “ ss-u FRR LHH b
T6l 2 ss-U R3 LHH b
“ 1 S T S-3 2 ss-5 FRR LHH b
161 S-3 2 SS-5 r 3 LHH b
-^6)1 F-U 2 ss-5 FRR LHH a
x6ç F-U ~ T ~ SS-5 R3 LHH a
iftft F-U ~ T ~ Ss-5 ' 'FÏÏFT" LHH b
x^7 F-l ~~T~ s s -5 I D LHH D
IfiR F-3 2 s s - 5 FRR "TÏÏH--- -- 5“
J-69 F-3 ~ T ~ ss-5 K3 ” THH ' b
x70 F-l 2 ss-U FRR LHH a Parallax error <&x - Ay -1 mi
I?1 F-l Ss-L"" R3 LHH a Parallax errorAX=dy-l mi
T tT F-l — ss-u FRR LHH a Parallax errorAx*Ay*l mi & DBS
m i r "T=r“ ~~T~ ss-U R3 LHH a Parallax error a x  =1 mi & DBS
“ P i r F-l 2 .ss-U FRR LHH a Parallax error a x  _ ¿.y = 1 mi
1 ? 5 F-l 2 ss-u BJ LHH a Parallax error a x  = Ay =• \ mi
Ine
Table A-l (C
lex to Parameter Settings 
ontinued on Next Page)
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Other Identification
I7A F-l 2 SS-1* FRR LHH a Parallax error ^ x i a y .* ^ mi & DBS
I77 F-l 2 ss-l* Rd LHH a Parallax error a x  = a v = ^ mi & DBS
I7R F-3 3 ss-5 r 3 LHH __3__
I79 F-3 k ss-5 r 3 LHH a
ylRn F-3 "3“ SS-5 r 3 LHH a
181 F-3 6 ss-5 Rd LHH a
182 F-3 2 -SS-5 FRR LHH a
IRS F-5 2 SS-5 r 3 LHH a
iflii F-6 2 ss-5 FRR LHH a
Tgd F-6 2 SS-5 r3 LHH __3__
186 F-3 3 ss-5 r 3 LHH b
IR7 F-3 h ss-5 r 3 LHH b
TRR f -*3 " 7 " ss-5 r 3 LHH b
1 89 f-3 6 ss-5 Rd LHH b
Iqo F-l 7 ss-5 FRR LHH a DND
I91 F-3 7 ss-5 FRR LHH a DND
lb? F—¡4 7 sS-5 FRR LHH a DND
IOQ F-l 7 SS-5 r 3 LHH a DND____ _ ________________________—  yj ■—Io), F-3 7 SS-5 r3 LHH a DND ___________________________
195 F-l* 7 ss-5 r3 LHH a DND
" i l l ~ T ^ T ~ ~ T n SS-5 FRR LHH a DND
IQ7 F-8 7 ss-5 FRR LHH a DND______________________________— — Z-4--
IQR F-7 "7 SS-5 Rd LHH a DND
loo F-8 7 SS-5 Rd LHH a •DNDT' '•*■1 nn F-3 8 ss-5 R3 LHH a DND
In m F-3 9 ss-5 Rd LHk a DND
imp F-3 10 ss-5 Rd LHH a DND
I103 v F-3 11 ss-5 Rd LHH a DND
Index to Parameter Settings 
Table A-l (Continued from Preceding Page)
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-V
n x
(mi/sec
n y
(mi/
)sec)
tl
(sec)
00
(rad/
sec)
R
(mi)
b2- t1 
(sec)
v2x
(mi/
sec)
v2y
(mi/
sec)
xo
(mi)
y0
(mi) Ac
ce
le
ra
­
ti
on
 (
g)
Sp
ee
d 
(m
i/
se
c)
F - l. 0 -1/8 80 1/80 10 126 1/8 0 3 28 1/U 1/8
F-2. 0 -1/8 100 l/il0 5 63 1/8 0 3 28 1/2 1/8
' F-3. - 0 -1/8 100 1/20 2.5 32 1/8 0 3 28 1 1/8
F-iu! 0 -1/8 100 1/^ 5/8 8 1/8 0 3 28 h 1/8
F-5. 0 -5/32 6U 1/100 16 157 5/32 0 3 31 i/i* 5/32
F-6. 0 -5/32 6U 2/100 8 78 5/32 0 3 31 1/2 5/32
F-7* 0 -3/16 96' .0323 5.8 h9 3/16 0 3 28 1 - - 3/16
0CO1 0 -3/16 96 .1292 l.U5 12 3/16 0 3 28 h 3/16
F-9. 0 0 1000 0 0 2000 0 0 3 28 fixed target
Parameter Sets for Fishhook Orbit Preparer 
Table A-2
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Odd
Plane
vx
(mi/sec)
Odd
Plane
V y(mi/sec)
Even
Plane
vx
(mi/sec)
Even
Plane
vy
(mi/sec)
Odd
Plane
X0
(mi)
Odd
Plane
?o
(mi)
Even
Plane
*o
(mi)
Ever
Plane
Y0
(mi)
& Speed
(mi/sec)
5-1 .108 l/l6 .108 -l/l6 3 9 3 22 60° 1/8
S-2 .0879 .0879 .0879 -.0879 3 3 3 28 90° 1/8
S-3 -.108 -l/l6 .108 -1/16 22.5 22 3 22 L20° 1/8
Parameter Sets for Scissors Orbit Preparer 
Table A-3
*
C O N F I D E N T I A L
67-67C O N F I D E N T I A L
v
%
«
1 2 3 1* 5 6 7 8 9 10 n
x -l (mi) 6U 6U 6L
71 (mi ) 192 192 \  / Y / 192 V / V f
w i (au/sec) 10*5 io.5 13.5
R]_ (mi) "TS" “ So“ “ So
Ql 8 8 8
N-i 6 3 3 / ’ \
L L nr
X2 (mij 192 192 V ? iL V 192 \ / \  / \  /
y? (mi) 192 192 192 \  / \ / \  / \  /
wp (au/sec) 10.25 10.25 13.25 \ / \ / \ v
Rp (mi) " W 80 80 x y X x
Qp T T 8
Np 2 1 1- /  \
CTp 2 2 2! \
x^ (mi) 128 128
ooOJH 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128
(mi 1 " ’W 128 12b 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128
wi (au/sec) 10.25 10.25 21.25 lit. 25 10.25 8.25 13.25 21.25 16.25 13.25 10.25
R^ (mi) 80 80 180 180 180 . 180 80 180 180 180 180
8 8 LO LO LO LO nr LO LO )40 LO
N^ 2 2 2 ♦ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
X), (mi) 6L 6L \ ' / 6L
7J, (mi) ~w 6L 6L
H), (au/sec) 10.25 10.25 13.25
R), (mi) ” 80 80 80
Q>. 8 8 nr
, N), T 3 3 / \
O'), 2 2 2
xc; (mi) 192 . 192 y • j 192
y5 (mi) “ 5T 6k 6L
wc; (au/sec) 1 0 .5 io.5 13.5 \
Rt4 (rai) “ So" “ So 80
<fc 8 8 8
2 1 1
(T i n r T n rcrn IT r k ' h L L 5 5 5 5 5fi 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2fm “ 5" 6 6 6 . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6.1
l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ft. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
_Jd__________ l l 1 l 1 1 l i - -1 1 n -1
_ Jb _________ ~T T T “ 5" 5 ~ T “T T " 3 “ — r — n
V
n r 15 15 15 15 15 12 12
_____J
12
'
12 — IT "
Preset Parameters
Table A-L
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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SS-Us a( - 0 ,8  *f .0083 . ( t  - 8 f  -  8) i f  t  -  8 f  C 26
oC = 0 .9 5 i f  t  -  8 f  >  26
0 .1 i f  f s l a i d t 4  15
f t *
o.ol* otherw ise
S  - 1 .3  -+ 1 , + ( t/ 3 2 )2
S S -5 : o f* 0.1*98 i f  t  -  8 f  -  2k
o( - 0 .7li7 i f  -2 3  < t -  8 f  ^  lh
S< - 0 .9 9 6 i f  lg  4: t -  8 f
Z' = 0 .0 3 i f  t  >  60
i k *
0 .1 i f  t  4  15 and f  — 1
f t -
o.oL otherw ise
€.= 2 .3  + O .lS t i fT T J
t  <  30 and f  =  1
3 .3  +
0 . l 8 t
m  l f t  'i. 15
6  = 1 .1  +■ U.3 1  *r m  l f t  < 15
Smoothing and Sorting Parameters 
Table A-5
*
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Appendix 2
Table A-6 lists the times used in applying the tracking classi­
»
♦
«
V
%
fication rules for fishhook tracks«. Table 1-7 lists the times used 
in applying the tracking classification miles for scissors tracks«,
The times are written as sexadecimal numbers (K, S, N, J, F, L represent 
ting 10, 11, 12, 13, lb and 19, respectively).
Experiment To Tl t 2 t 3
1 ^ 6 06b OJl 081+ OJl
I **7 06b 0 L 2 0K3 0L2
IlR 090 102 " 5n 5 102
1^9 06b OJÒ 08b OJO
I),n Oéb OFF 0K3 OFF
i M o9o 102 on 8 102
i),? 06b 0JN 08b OJN
l i a Oéb 0L0 0K3 0L0
xi^ 050 101 ON 8 101
Tb9 Oób OJl
-3-000 OJl
Ili6 06b OLb OK 3 OLb
I),7 Ó50 109 ON 8 109
I A)| Obh ONJ 08N ONJ
lA£ °6 b ONN 0 8 n ONN
I 6 6 06b ONJ • 08N ONJ
x67 06b ON 8 o 8n ON 8
Iar 06b 0J0 08b OJO
Ia? Oéb OJO- 08b OJO
170 oso . 100 on 8 100
Ï 7 1 050 100 0N8 100
I 7 9 050': 103 ON 8 103
i n 050 101 on 8 101Ò9 Ò' OLS On 8 ÒLS
090 “TOO ON 8 IÜÜ ’
*76 0$0 OLN ON 8 OLN
I7 7 050 106 ON 8 IDS---
1 78 oéh 0L2 08b 0L2
X79 06b ONK 08b ONK
180 06b 0J9 08b 0J9
181 Oói 136 08b 136
182 0b0 ' 123 OJJ 123 -
Ift^ ouo 122 OJJ ----122---
I8 Î1 oho 121 OJJ 121
ObO 121 OJJ 121
Time for Classifying Fishhook Tracks
Table A- 6  (Continued on Next Page) 
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Experiment To Ti t 2 t3
I ra 061i 0F3 08ll QF3___
I87 06I4. ONS O8I1. ONS
~IfiR u61|. OJ2 Obli QI2
^ 8 9 Ôèii 0S2 oöU OS 2
190 Ub'u Ibi onö ioi
J91 Obli. 0J1 08U 0J1
I92 Ö6U ÓN9 o Bn ON 9030 101 0N8 101
---- Igfi Ö6U 0JÒ oôu OJO
06U ÔNS 08N ONS
x96 0014. 0L0 o8li OLO
1?7 00Ì4 ONI 08N ONI
-*-98 06ii OLO 08 li OLO
I99 ÔÔI4. ON} o8n ONI
I100 o6ii o j$ 08U o j5
iim 06 Ij. CJ2 08i* QJ2
x102 oéli or 2 081* QI2
IÏÔ3 Ö6JU CXT9 08ii 0J9
-»-llL uóh ON 2 Ô8I4 ON 2
---- i n f ------ Obli OKI 0ÖN OKI
J-116 OöL ONI 0ÖU ONI
1117 Obli 0KÏ OÖN CK1
Times for Classifying Fishhook Tracks
Table Æ.-6 (Continued from Preceding Page)
»
♦
&
Experiment To Tl T2
: I),R 020 OS 8 ION
Ì)|Q 020 os8 ..¿ 5 _____
/ 1 Zn 020 0S8 116
3<i 02Ö osö 108020 0S8 IOF
IÂ 3 020 0S8 109
r <h 7 020 OS 8 IOF020 0S8 ION
OJO 0ÖU OJO
L<7 Ö3Ö '“OBIT' OJN
I<8 o3o oBU ÒJÒ
iqp 030 osi* 0T3 •
i 60 Ö3Ö Obli OJO
m 030 08U 0J1
162 030 Oöh OJO
I63_______ 030 081* OJO
Times for Classifying Scissors Tracks
Table A-7
C O N F I D E N T I A L
